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1. Introduction. This paper is mainly concerned with the study of a cer-

tain generalization, first touched on in another communication [lji1), of the

concept Boolean ring, a generalization in which many of the formal proper-

ties, both ring and "logical," of the latter are preserved, and one which arises

naturally from general ring-duality considerations previously introduced

[2](2). In the following section we first sketch certain basic notions of this

theory, into which we further inject such concepts and theorems as point the

theory toward a general logical algebra of rings. Within the framework of

such a general logical algebra the class of Boolean-like rings is found coexten-

sive with a certain section of the class of rings which are interdefinably equiva-

lent to their logical algebra, namely, the section in which the relations

connecting the basic ring and logical notions are formally identical with those

which obtain in the special case of Boolean rings.

In terms of the general logical ring-complement, *, the usual concept of

Boolean ring B is completely characterized by the idem potency condition:

aa* = 0 for all a of B. For Boolean-like rings II it is found that this is replaced

by the two (independent) conditions (D" of §3) :

aa*66* = 0,        a + a = 0 (a, b G H).

In place of ordinary idempotence each element a of H is found to be weakly

idempotent : a* = a2; this condition is however not characteristic of Boolean-

like rings.

All simple Boolean-like algebraic extensions of a Boolean ring are given

in §4.

In §§5-7 the role of the nilpotent ideal (and its ring-dual, the unipotent

ideal) in a ring R is explored, especially in conjunction with the previously

introduced ([l], also §5) concept: the idempotent Boolean ring of R. It is

found that the three notions of idempotency, nilpotency and unipotency are

very symmetrically related in the case of Boolean-like rings H (Theorems 14—

Presented to the Society, February 24, 1945 ; received by the editors January 7, 1945.

(1) The numbers in brackets denote references given at the end of the paper.

(2) Throughout this paper the term ring is used synonymously with commutative ring with

unit element, and this applies in particular to Boolean rings. As shown in [l], the ring duality

theory of [2] may be extended to general rings (not necessarily containing a unit element, nor

even commutative). By means of such an extension it is not difficult to modify the Boolean-like

ring theory of this paper so that the latter constitutes not merely a generalization of the con-

cept Boolean ring (with unit element), but also of the concept Boolean ring (in which no unit

element is demanded), as used by Stone [3].
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17). Moreover it turns out that in 77 each element h is uniquely expressible

h = b + r,

as the sum of idem potent * and nilpotent r¡ of H (Theorem 18). Finally a new

characterization of Boolean-like rings in terms of these notions is given by

Theorem 19.

§§7 and 8 are concerned with the abstract synthesis of Boolean-like rings.

The structure of all finite Boolean-like rings (as a hypercomplex ring over

£2 = 2-element Boolean ring) is given by Theorem 23.

2. Ring-duality and logical algebra of rings. In the communication [2],

which deals with a duality theory of general (commutative) rings (with unit

element), (£, +, X), it was shown, among other things, that the theorems

and concepts of £ can be arranged in dual pairs according to a certain duality

theorem for rings (see below), and that this duality reduces to the familiar

Boolean duality in case £ is a Boolean ring.

In particular, in this theory 0 and 1 are dual elements of £, which elements

we also refer to as the Logical-null and -universe of £ respectively(3). Again

a X *(= ab) = ring product,

a (g> * (also written aAb) = a + b — ab = dual ring product

are dual ring operations (the ring product is also called Logical product in £,

the dual ring product is also called Logical sum in £) ; and the unary opera-

tion, *,

(1.2) a* = 1 — a — ring complement

(also called Logical complement in £) is a self-dual operation. Further, +

and ©,

a + 6 = ring sum,

0©* = 0 + *— 1= dual ring sum,

are dual operations in £, as are also their inverses, —, 0,

a — * = ring subtraction,
(2.2) 8

a0* = a — * + l = dual ring subtraction.

It is not necessary here to consider other sets of dual concepts. Restricted

to the above, the ring-duality theorem of [2] reduces to:

Duality theorem for rings (restricted). If P(0, 1; X, A; *; +, ©;

—, -0-) is a true proposition of the ring R, so also is its dual,

d\P = £(1,0; A, X;*; 0, +;0, -),

obtained by replacing each argument in P by its dual.

(3) All Logical notions (capital L) reduce to familiar logical ones if R is a Boolean ring.
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Thus, for instance, in any £

(3) a(b + c) = ab + ac,

dl (3) a A (* © c) = 0 A * © a A c

are dual ring propositions. Again, by way of example, in any (commutative)

field £:

(4) (£o, X) is an Abelian group, with unit element 1, where £> = £ less the

element 0.

dl (4) (£i, A) is an Abelian group, with unit element 0, where £i = £ less

the element 1.

Or, again in any £,

(5) 0 A * = a + b — ab,

dl (5) 0 X * = a © * 0 (a A *)

are dual propositions.

As already anticipated by previous terminology, of the various concepts

defined in a ring £ we designate

(6) X,A;*;0, 1

as the basic Logical concepts of £, and the system

(7) (£, X,A;*;0, 1)

we call the Logical algebra of the ring (£, +, X). Among the Logical theorems

of £ (that is, theorems which may be formulated entirely in terms of Logical

concepts), we recall the following:

(LI) (R, X) is a closed, commutative, associative system in which the null (0)

and universe (1) of the ring satisfy

la = al = a;        0a = 0O = 0.

dl (LI) (£, A) is a closed, commutative, associative system in which the null (0)

and universe (1) of the ring satisfy

0Aa = aA0 = a;        lAa = «Al = 1,

(L2)       0** = (a*)* = 0;        0* = 1;        1* = 0;        a* = ** -> a = *.

"DeMorgan" formula for rings.

(L3) (ab)* = 0* A **,

dl(L3) (aA*)* = a***.

Finally we mention one form of the

(L4) Logical distributive law for rings. a(bAc)=abAac if and only if

aa*bc = 0.
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The above expression aa*bc, representing the difference (abAac) — a(bAc),

may appropriately be called the (Logical) distributive excess of a, b, c (in this

order).

dl (L4) aAbc = (aAb) (aAc) if and only if aAa*AbAc = 1 (equivalent to : if and
only if aa*b*c* = 0).

The dual ring additions (2.1) and subtractions (2.2) are not in general

Logical concepts of a ring R. In the case of certain classes of rings, however, +

(and ©) of (R, +, © ; X, A; *), and therefore the complete ring R, is Logically

definable, that is, definable in terms of the Logical algebra (R, X, A; *; 0,1).

For such rings, then, the two notions, ring and Logical algebra, are interde-

finably equivalent.

One such Logically definable class of rings, as shown in [2], is the class of

Boolean rings with unit element, that is (Stone [3]), the class of (necessarily

commutative) rings with unit element in which each element is idempotent

(8) a2 = a.

For such we have the well known definition of +,

(9) a + b = ab* A a*b,

dl (9) a@b= (aA6*)(a*A6).

Here the right of (9) is more familiar in the \J, C\, ~ (logical sum, product,

complement) notation as a+b=(aC\b~)\J(a~r\b).

A second important class of logically definable rings, with which however

we are not concerned in this paper, is the class of all (commutative) fields,

as indicated in [2] and shown in detail in [4]. In this case the definition of +

in terms of logical notions is more complex than in the Boolean case, (9), and

will not be repeated here.

3. Definitions and basic properties.  We now define :

(D) A Boolean-like ring (H,+, X) is a Logically definable commutative ring

with unit element, in which + is defined by the formula (9).

In other words, the class of Boolean-like rings is the most general Logical-

ly definable class of commutative rings with unit element, in which the ring

sum, +, has the same formal Logical definition, (9), as in the case of Boolean

rings. Hence, in particular, every Boolean ring is also Boolean-like. That the

converse is not true is shown by the following ring, Hi,

+ 0 1 p q

0 0 1 p q

1 1 0 q p

p p q 0 1

q q p 1 0

X

(JJ4)

0    1    p   q

0 0 0 0

0 1 p q

0 p 0 p

0 q p 1
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in which A and *, according to (1.1) and (1.2), are computed to be

A    0    1    p   q *

0    0    1    p    q 0     1

11111 10-

p    p    1    0    q Pi

q     q    1    q    1 q     p

It is then easily verified that (9) holds, and hence that 774 is Boolean-like.

Moreover 774 is clearly not a Boolean ring, as is evident from p2 = 0. This is

the simplest example of a Boolean-like ring which is not also Boolean.

Using (9), (1.1) and (1.2), (D) may be restated as:

(D') A Boolean-like ring is a commutative ring with unit element in which,

for all elements a, b,

(10) ab(a Ab) = 3a*.

Proof. a+b = ab*Aa*b = a(l-b)+b(l-a)-ab(l-a)(l-b), 3ab = ab(a+b

— ab)=ab(aAb).

Theorem 1. Each element of a Boolean-like ring satisfies

(11) a + a = 0.

That is, Boolean-like rings are of characteristic 2.

Proof. Put * = 1 in (10) and use (1.1):

a(a A 1) = 3a,       a(a + 1 — a) = 3a,        a = 3a.

If one recalls the definition of the Boolean logical sum, Kj, in terms of

ring + and X, namely,

a^J b = a + b + ab,

one has the following "converse" to (D) as an immediate consequence of (1.1)

and Theorem 1 :

Theorem 2. In a Boolean-like ring, (77, +, X), the Logical sum A is defin-

able in terms of ring sum and product by the same formal equation as in the case

of Boolean rings,

(12) aA* = 0 + * + 0*.

As in the case of Boolean rings one has :

Theorem 3. In a Boolean-like ring, aAa=a2.

This is an immediate corollary of Theorem 1. One further has :

Theorem 4. A finite Boolean-like ring consists of 2h elements.
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Proof. This again follows from Theorem 1 ; in fact, as a consequence of the

fundamental structure theorem of finite Abelian groups applied to the + of a

ring, the conclusion of Theorem 4 holds for any ring of characteristic 2.

Theorem 5. Each element, a, of a Boolean-like ring satisfies

(13) a4 = a2.

Proof. Put a = 6 in (10), and use Theorems 1 and 3:

a2(a A a) = 3a2 = a2,        a2-a2 = a2.

From this one immediately has the following:

Corollary. For each element a of a Boolean-like ring, and for all non-

negative integers n,
an+4   _   an+2_

That is, there are at most 3 powers a, a2, az of a which are distinct. (See

also §7.)

We may call an element a of a ring R weakly idempotent if a satisfies (13).

While the ordinary idem potency, (8), of each element of (a commutative ring

with unit element) R characterizes R as a Boolean ring, the weak idempotency

of every element of R does not guarantee that R is Boolean-like, Thus, for

instance, each element of ((4)), the ring of residues mod 4, is weakly idem-

ootent, but not each element satisfies (11), whence ((4)) is not Boolean-like.

Moreover R need not be Boolean-like even when (13) and (11) are both

satisfied by each of its elements. This is seen from the quaternion ring, Q,

over the field of residues mod 2, that is

Q = {qi + qii + q*j + qik}

(<7,- = 0 or 1; i2 = j2 = k2 = 1; if = fi = k; ik = ki = j; jk = kf = i).

Here (11) and (13) are satisfied for all elements of Q, the former immediately

and the latter since

(?i + q2i + q¡j + qtk)4 = (qi + q2i + q3j + qtk)2 = qi + q2 + q3 + qt.

But Q is not Boolean-like since (10) is not satisfied for a=i, b=j.

if(iAj) - kii + j + k) « 1 + * + j9* 3iji= k).

Condition (10) of (D') is clearly equivalent to the pair

(14.1) o6(aA6) = a6,

(14.2) a + a = 0.

Again, (14.1) is equivalent to

(14.11) aa*66* = 0,
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since

ab(a A b) = ab *-* ab(a A *)* = 0 *-* aba*b* = 0,

by (1.2) and the ring DeMorgan formula dl(L3). Hence we have the equiva-

lent definition :

(D") A Boolean-like ring is a commutative ring with unit element in which,

for all elements a, b,

(15.1) aa*bb* = 0,

(15.2) a + 0 = O.

It is instructive to compare (15.1) with the stronger condition

(15.11) aa* = 0

which, by (1.2) and (8), defines the class of Boolean rings; as is well known,

(15.11)-->(15.2). By contrast it is to be noted that the conditions (15.1) and

(15.2) which define the class of Boolean-like rings are independent: that

(15.1) does not imply (15.2) is again seen from ((4)), the ring of residues

mod 4, in which (15.1) is satisfied for all elements a, b but not (15.2); that

(15.2) does not imply (15.11) is seen, for example, from £4 = field of 4 ele-

ments. (The above observations concerning independence or dependence of

conditions (15.1), (15.2), (15.11), both for Boolean and for Boölean-like rings,

are of course made with reference to the standard ring postulates.)

We shall later (Theorem 19) arrive at quite a different definition of

Boolean-like rings.

Theorem 6. Each element a of a Boolean-like ring satisfies

(16.1) aa* A a*a = 0,

(16.2) {(0a*)*}2 =1.

Proof. (16.1) follows from (15.2), (9) and (D). (16.2) follows from (16.1),
(L2) and dl(L3) :

0a* A 0*0 = 0 <-> (00* A 0*0)* = 1 <-> (aa*)*(a*a)* = 1.

It is to be noted that in (D"), (15.2) cannot be replaced by (16.1) or by

(16.2), since (15.1) and (16.1), as well as (16.2), are all satisfied by the non-

Boolean-like ring ((4)).

4. Hypercomplex Boolean-like rings. We give several hypercomplex ex-

amples, including all Boolean-like algebraic extensions of a Boolean ring; each

proof is direct, by (1.1) and (D"). (Compare with Theorem 23.)

Theorem 7. If 77 and H' are both Boolean-like rings, so is their direct prod-

uct 77X77'.

Here, under hypothesis,
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(a, a')(6, 6')(a, a')*(6, 6')* = (aa*66*. a'a'*6'6'*) = (0, 0).

Theorem 8. Let B be a Boolean ring. A necessary and sufficient condition

for the hypercomplex ring

B[i] = {6 + b'i],        i2 - yi + y'; b, b', y, y' in B,

to be Boolean-like over B is that

(17) 77' = 0.

Proof. The condition (17) is necessary, since by Theorem 5 we must have

ii = i2, that is

y(yi + y') + y' = yi + y' —» 77' = 0.

On the other hand (17) is also sufficient, for, using (1.2) and putting 5 = 6+6'*,

65* = (66* + 6V) + b'y*i,

from which one easily computes that 55*cc* = 0. Hence H is Boolean-like,

by (D").
The particular case 7 = 1, 7' = 0 is isomorphic with the direct product

BXB(*). Again, the case 7 = 0,7' = 1 is isomorphic with JJ4 (beginning of §3);

in this case i2 = l (= -1), that is, i = (l)1'2=(-l)1/2. The case 7 = 0, 7'=0 is

readily seen to be merely a linear transform of (and therefore isomorphic

with) the preceding ¿[(l)1'3]; here i2 = 0, that is ^"(O)1'2" and

B[(1Y<2] = B[(- I)1'2]?* B[(0Y'2].

In the same direct manner as in Theorem 8 one easily proves each of the

remaining theorems of this section.

Theorem 9. Let B be a Boolean ring. A necessary and sufficient condition

for the hypercomplex ring

B[j] = {6 + b'j + b"j2} (j3 = yj2 + y'j + y"; 6, 6', b", 7, 7', 7" in B)

to be Boolean-like over B is that

(18) 7" = 0,       7' = 7*.

Theorem 10. Let B be a Boolean ring. A necessary and sufficient condition

for the hypercomplex ring

(4) Let RXR = Ri2) denote the direct product of the ring R with itself. Rm is immediately

representable as the special hypercomplex ring over R: Rw = {r^ji+r^ji} (n, r2GR;j'l=ji,jl=j1,

jiji=jiji = 0). If R (and hence also i?(2)) has a unit element, it is represented by ji+ji. In other

coordinates, Rm is also representable as the hypercomplex system Rw= \r+r'i] (r, r'&R,

¿J = i), a representation in which the unit element of Rw is 1 = 1+01. The correspondence

which establishes the isomorphism of these two hypercomplex representations of Rw is given

by r1ji+r2J2-*r1 + (ri-ri)i.
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B[k] =  {b + Vk + V'tf + Vk3)

ik* = yk3 + y'k2 + y"k + y'"; b, *', ■ • • , y, y', ■ ■ ■   in B)

to be Boolean-like over B is that

(19) t = y" = y'" = 0,      y' = 1.

In view of Theorem 5 and the corollary, Theorems 8, 9, 10 exhaust the

simple Boolean-like algebraic extensions of B.

Theorem 11. If B is a Boolean ring, the hypercomplex ring

B[iu-- ■ , it] = {b + b'ii+ ■ ■ ■ +*<*>»,}

(»«, iß = 0; a, ß = 1, ■ ■ ■ , t; b, *', *", • • •   in B)

is Boolean-like.

5. Nilpotency, idempotency, ideals, and so on. In this section we make

some general observations about idempotency, and so on, most of which apply

to arbitrary commutative rings with unit element, £.

In any £ the concept of idempotency is self-dual,

(20) a2 = a <-» 0 A a = a.

This self-duality was exhibited in several forms in [l], in particular, beside

the two forms (20), in the form

(20.1) 02 = a <-» a X (a A a) = a A (a X a),

in which the self-duality is inspectionally obvious. In any £ then, X-idem-

potency = A-idempotency = idempotency.

This self-duality is not shared by the usual concept of nilpotency

a' = 0 for some t,
whose dual,

(21) 0[ii = aAaA---Aa(t factors) = 1 for some /,

we shall call unipotency. Let N = \r)\ and U= \tx\ denote respectively the

class of all nilpotent and the class of all unipotent elements of £. (As indi-

cated, Greek r¡ and jti are hereafter exclusively used to denote nilpotent and

unipotent elements, respectively.) From (20), (21) and the Duality Theorem

one has

(22) N = {ju*} = U*;    U = {r,*} = N*        (vGN,ßeU).

Far from being self-dual, the concept of nilpotency is in fact anti-self-dual in

each £,that is:

Theorem 12. The classes N and U of all nilpotent and all unipotent elements

of R, respectively, are disjoint.
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Proof. Suppose the theorem false, that is, suppose aÇzN, «GZ7. Then

a'' = 0,al'"i = l,or,by (22),

(23) a' = 0,        (1 - a)' = 0

where / = max(i', /"). From (23) one proves

(24) a'-1 = 0,        (1 - a)'-1 = 0

as follows :

( a«-*(l - «)* = 0 )
< } -> a'-1 = 0,
1(1 - a)' = 1 - ta + ■ ■ ■  ± a')

(23)
1(1 - a)1 = 1 - ta +

which is the first half of (24). The second half of (24) follows from the part

just proved by observing that the transformation ß = l—a interchanges the

first and second parts of (23), and also of (24). From the proof that (23)—»(24)

one then has, by induction on t, the contradiction (¿ = 1 in (23)): a = 0,

1— a = 0, which establishes Theorem 12..

Dual to the ordinary concept of ideal (now also called X-ideal) in R is

the A-ideal : The subclass a of R is a A-ideal in R if

a © a'(= a — a' + 1) G o    if    a, a' axe in a,
(25)

r A a(= r + a — rd) G ft    if    a G ft, t G R-

If by a*, the complement of the ideal a (or more generally, of the subclass a),

we mean the class {a*}, öGft, the duality theorem shows that the comple-

ment a* of an X-ideal is a A-ideal, and conversely.

When the ring R is described in the dual ffi, A "coordinate system" (see

[l]) rather than in the conventional +, X one, one has of course to replace

the usual X-factor ring R/a ( = R/ax) by the dual A-factor ring R/aA. From

the treatment of duality and general transformation theory of [2] it follows

that these are isomorphic,

(26) R/ax sa F/oa.

The set N of all nilpotent elements of R form an X-ideal in R, the nil-

potent-ideal, since

,** = 0 -♦ (rr,f = r'V' = 0 (r G F),
t' t" it

771  = 0    and    t?2   = 0—> (t/i — ij2)    =0, t = max (t', t").

The factor ring R/Nx then has only the one nilpotent element, 0. Dual to

this, the unipotent elements U form a A-ideal, U = N* (by 22), and

(27) R/Ua c* R/Nx,

and further, R/Ua has only the one unipotent element, 1.
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In [l ] the following generalization of Stone's theorem was proved.

Idempotent-Boolean ring theorem. If J denotes the set of all idempotent

elements of a commutative ring with unit element, £= (£, +, X, ©, A, *, Ó, 1),

then (J, X, *) is a Boolean ring (algebra) in which

X is the Boolean product,

*   is the Boolean complement,

(28) 0   is the Boolean zero (null),

1   is the Boolean unit (universe),

A  is the Boolean logical sum.

The Boolean ring sum, +r, of J is given by

(29) 0 +r * = (a - b)2 = 0 - 2a* + *.

The Boolean ring (algebra) J is called the idempotent-ßoolean ring (alge-

bra) of £. It is to be noted that, for any £, (J, X, A, *) is a sub-a/ge*ra of the

Logical algebra (see §2) (£, X, A, *) of £, but in general, in view of (29),

(J, +r, X) is not also a sub ring of (£, +, X). Applicable to Boolean-like

rings, however, we have the immediate:

Corollary. For a ring (£, +, X) of characteristic 2, +r=+ and the

idempotent-Boolean ring J of R is a subring of R.

For use in the next section we further observe :

Theorem 13. In a commutative ring of characteristic 2, with unit element, if

an element r is expressible

r = * + v

as the sum of an idempotent and a nilpotent element, it is uniquely so expressible.

Proof. If
r = b + V = b' + V' (*, *' G J, r,, r,' G N)

then * + &' = 7j+tj'. By the preceding theorem and corollary together with the

definition of nilpotency, we have

(6 + *')' = * + *'= (v + v)' = 0,

for suitable /. Whence * = &', and therefore r¡=r]'.

6. Fundamental structure theorems. In the case of Boolean-like rings the

dual concepts of nilpotency and unipotency may be restated to "symmetri-

cally" match the self-dual notion of idempotency (20)—the latter of course

holding in arbitrary £—as given by the following theorems:

Theorem 14. In a Boolean-like ring, 77, an element a is nilpotent only if

a2 = 0, unipotent only if a2 = 1, idempotent only if a2 = a.
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Theorem dl 14. In a Boolean-like ring, 77, an element a is nilpotent only

if aAa = 0, unipotent only if aAa = 1, idempotent only if aAa = a.

Proof of Theorem 14. Nilpotency: If a is nilpotent in 77, then the least

integer n such that an = 0 must either be 1, 2 or 3, by the corollary to Theo-

rem 5. But n^3, for o3 = 0—>ö4( = a2) =0, by Theorem 5, and n would not be

least. Hence if a ^ 0, n = 2, and in any case a2 = 0. Unipotency : The dual of the

part just proved is: a is unipotent in 77 only if aAa = l. But aAa=a2 in 77,

by (1.1) and Theorem 1; whence a2 = l. This completes Theorem 14. (It is

easily noted from this proof that Theorem 14 and its dual also hold in the

somewhat weaker class of rings (i) of characteristic 2, and (ii) in which each

element is weakly idempotent. (Compare with the quaternion ring Q referred

to in §3.)

Another expression of the symmetry referred to above is given by the fol-

lowing theorem.

Theorem 15. In a Boolean-like ring 77 (ÄG77) : 1. The class N of all nil-

potent elements is identical with the set of elements {hh*}. 2. The class U of all

unipotent elements is identical with the set of elements \hAh*\. 3. The class J of

all idempotent elements is identical with the set of elements {h2} = {hAh}.

Proof. 1. (hh*)2 = h2(l—h)2 = 0, by Theorems 1, 5, whence hh* is nilpotent.

Conversely if 77 is nilpotent, that is (Theorem 14) if 172 = 0, then 77 = 7777*, by

(1.2). This proves 1. 2 is the dual of 1. 3. h2 is idempotent, since (h2)2 = h2, by

Theorem 5. Conversely if * is idempotent, b = b2. Finally hAh = h2, by Theo-

rem 3, which completes Theorem 15.

The special nature of the nilpotent subring (ideal), N, in Boolean-like

rings is shown by the following theorem.

Theorem 16. In a Boolean-like ring, ifr¡,r¡' are any nilpotent elements,

(30) w' = 0,

(31) 17 A 7?' = v + 77'.

Proof. (30)-»(31), by (1.1). As for (30),

v + v' = W* A nV = u(l - v') + n'Ü -v)- vn'H - n)il - v')
= 77 + 77 +7777

by (D), (1.1), Theorems 1 and 14. (30) is then immediate from (32).

The following theorems show the close relationship between / and N in

a Boolean-like ring.

Theorem 17. If H is a Boolean-like ring, J its idempotent-Boolean subring,

N its nilpotent ideal and U its unipotent A-ideal, the factor ring H/N is iso-

morphic with J,

(33) H/Nx~I; dl (33)        £/£A~7.
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Proof. We first show that (A) : H/N is a Boolean ring. By definition of the

latter concept it is merely necessary to show that each element of H/N is

idempotent, that is, for any h of H,

(34) h2 m h(N).

But (34) is equivalent to showing that hh* = 0 (N), which however follows

from Theorem 15, and proves (A). Finally to show that the Boolean ring

H/N is isomorphic with J it is sufficient to establish that (B) : each residue

class Hli) of H (mod N) contains one and only one idempotent element. If hi

is an element of JF", then so is b = h\ (by the previous part (A)). But 6 is

idempotent, by Theorem 15, hence H{i) contains at least one idempotent ele-

ment. It is moreover the only such in H{i), for if an element of H{i), say 6+77

(riE.N), is idempotent,
(6 + r,)2 = 6 + v,

it follows that 6 = 6+77, that is, 77=0, by Theorems 1, 14 (or 16). This com-

pletes Theorem 17.

In establishing Theorem 17 we have simultaneously proved:

Theorem 18. In a Boolean-like ring, H, each element h may be expressed in

one and only one way

(35) h = 6 + 77

as the sum of an idempotent element, b, and a nilpotent element, 77.

Theorem dl 18. In a Boolean-like ring, H, each element h may be expressed

in one and only one way

h = b © p

as the sum, ffi, of an idempotent element, b, and a unipotent element, p.

The essential content of Theorem 18 is the possibility, and not the unique-

ness of the representation (35) for each h of H; uniqueness follows from possi-

bility, even for more general rings than H (Theorem 13).

On the other hand Theorem 18 is not exclusively satisfied by Boolean-

like rings; there even exist commutative rings with unit element, of charac-

teristic 2, which are non Boolean-like, and which satisfy Theorem 18. Such

for example is the quaternion ring, Q, oí §3, whose idempotent elements are

{0, 1} =/, and whose nilpotent elements are JO, 1+i, 1+j, 1+k, i+j, i+k,

j + k, 1+i+j + k} =N, from which it is easily seen that each element of Q

has a unique additive decomposition (35).

Theorems 18 and 16 together, however, are characteristic of and may be

used as a new definition of the class of Boolean-like rings, according to the

following theorem.

Theorem 19. A ring R is Boolean-like if and only if:
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(Io) It is commutative, with unit element.

(2°) It is of characteristic 2.

(3°) Each element may be expressed as the sum of an idempotent and a nil-

potent element.

(4°) 7777' =0for all nilpotent elements 77,77'.

Proof. The necessity of the conditions (l°)-(4°) has already been estab-

lished by (D), Theorems 1, 16, 18; their sufficiency is seen as follows. Let

r = 6 + 77,        r' = b' + 77' (6, 6' idempotent; 77, 77' nilpotent)

be any elements of R. By (D") we need merely establish that

(36) rr*r>r>* = 0.

But from (l°)-(4°) it is seen that rr* = ?7 and therefore (36), and with it Theo-

rem 19, is satisfied, because of (4°). We have the immediate corollary.

Corollary. A Boolean-like ring is Boolean if and only if 0 is its sole nil-

potent element.

Theorem 18 enables us, in a Boolean-like ring, to refer uniquely to the

idempotent component (or part), hj, and to the nilpotent part, hf¡, of an ele-

ment h :
h = hj + hit.

We compile a number of easily verified properties of hj, hx as the following

theorem.

Theorem 20. For any elements a, b, c of a Boolean-like ring,

(a + b)j = aj + bj;       (a + b)N = a# + 6^,

(ab)j = ajbj; (ab)N = ajbN + aNbj

[—>:(a6)/ = 0, (ab)N = ab, ii 6 is nilpotent],

(a*)j = a/; (a*)N = aN,

(a Ab)j = aj Abj; (a A b)x = aNbj* + bNaj*.

Referring to (L4) of §1 and the accompanying remark, in a Boolean-like

ring one readily computes the distributive excess of a, b, c to be aNbjCj

= aN(bc)j, that is:

Theorem 21. In a Boolean-like ring

a(6 Ac) = ab A ac

if and only if a^bjCj = 0.

Theorem dl 21. In a Boolean-like ring

a Abe = (a A 6) (a A c)
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if and only if a%AbjAcj = 1 (equivalent to a¡/b*c* = 0).

Of the many instances in which the distributive exciess is 0, we especially

call attention to (see Theorem 15) the following corollary.

Corollary. In a Boolean-like ring

(37) a2(b Ac) = a2* A a2c,

(38) a(bb*Ac) = abb*A ac,

dl (37) a2 A be = (a2 A *)(a2 A c),

dl (38) a A [(b*Ab)c] = {a A (** A *)} (a A c).

7. Abstract synthesis. Theorems 16 and 1 assert that, abstractly, the nil-

potent ideal N ina Boolean-like ring 77 is a zero-ring, that is, a ring of charac-

teristic 2 in which

(39) 0* = 0

for all elements a, b. Obviously any Abelian group (G, +) in which g+g = 0

may supply the + of a zero-ring (G, +, X) with X defined by (39). From

this it is moreover clear—a formal proof requires the axiom of choice—-that :

for given cardinal number, t, there exists at most one (abstractly distinct)

T-element zero-ring; in particular if t is finite, the corresponding zero-ring

only exists if

(40) t = 2" (n è 0).

(Compare with Theorem 4 and its proof.) If 77 = 772* is finite, consisting of 2*

elements (Theorem 4), one has the simple addition formula

(41) 2A = 2n-2» = 2"+>

where J = J-¿, N = Nin consists of 2' and 2n elements respectively.

With an eye on Theorem 19 we ask : Can at least one H be synthesized from

given abstract N and J: More exactly, given an arbitrary abstract Boolean

ring (/, +', X') and an arbitrary abstract zero-ring (N, +", X"), does there

exist at least one corresponding Boolean-like ring (77, +, X)=H:(J, N), that

is one whose idempotent and nilpotent subrings are respectively isomorphic

with J and N? (In this connection it should be remarked that the stronger

conjecture, made tempting by Theorem 19, that H = JXN (direct product)

is false, except in the trivial case where N= {0j (that is, 77 = 7), since only

then is J (like N) an ideal in 77, an obviously necessary condition for direct

product representation^).) We shall immediately answer the above question

in the affirmative (Theorem 22). The more general problem bearing on the

(«) In a direct product H=JXN, the set 7= {(6, 0)} forms an ideal in H: (b',0)-(b",0)

— (b' — b", 0), (b, 7j)(i>', 0) = (W, 0). However if if contains a nonzero nilpotent element no,

/cannot be an ideal in H since (v0b)1 = 0 (by Theorem 16) and hence tjoi G J for * = L
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classification of the possible JJ's which correspond to given J and N involves

the study of many-one "representations" of J within the algebra N. This

problem is of considerable independent interest as a companion to (and one

lying closer to the classical representation theory of groups and algebras

than) the class representation [3 ] of abstract Boolean algebras. We shall not

here enter into this problem. (See however §8.)

From the representation theory of Boolean algebra as given by Stone [3],

we require the result that : each Boolean ring contains at least one prime ideal.

We now prove:

Theorem 22. To each given abstract Boolean ring (J, +', X') and each ab-

stract zero-ring (N, +", X") there corresponds at least one Boolean-like ring

H = H:(J,N).

Proof. Let b be a prime ideal in J. Let (H, +, X ) be defined as follows :

(42.1) H= {(b,v)}(beJ,veN); (6,7,) = (6', „') -» 6 = 6', „ = „'.

(42.2) (6i, 7,1) + (62, t,2) = def. = (6i +' 62,77, +" t,2).

We first define

(0    if   6 = 0 (b)
(42.3) 6t, = „6={ ^n (6GJ.Î-GA0.

(77    if   6 -7e 0 (b)

Then let

(42.4) (61,7,1) X (62, t,2) = def. = (h X' b2, bm +" bm).

One readily sees that (H, +, X) defined by equations (42.1)-(42.4) is a com-

mutative ring with unit element, of characteristic 2, whose idempotent

Boolean ring and nilpotent subring are respectively isomorphic with J and N.

In particular, with regard to the associativity of X, we have

(42 5){bl'Vl) X {(-Kv2') X (Kv*)}

= (61 X' 62 X' 63, 6i(627,3 +" 63772) +" (62 X' 63)7,1);

,*» ^ {(Km) X(62,7,2)} X (63,7,3)}
(42.0)

= (61 X' 62 X' 63, (61 X' 62)r,3 +" 63(6i7,2 +" 62»,i)).

Since b is a prime ideal (that is, the factor ring J/b is isomorphic with F>2 = 2-

element Boolean ring), it follows that

6 = 0->6 X' c = c X'b = 0
(42.7) (b).

1^0   and   c^0->iX'c^0

By use of (42.7) and (42.3) the associativity of X follows by comparing the

second components of the right sides of (42.5) and (42.6) for each of the

8 cases: bx, 62, 63 independently =0 or ^0 (mod b). For example, for 61 ̂ 0,
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*2^0, *3 = 0 the right sides of (42.5) and (42.6) become respectively

(*1  X' *2  X' *3,   (*27)3 +" *3772)   +" 0)   =   (*i  X' *2  X' *3, 7,3)

and

(*iX'*2X'*3,7,3+"0).

Again, for *i^0, *2^0, 63^0 each right side becomes

(*lX'*2X'*3, 7,1 +" 7,2 +" 7,3).

Using (D") we need only verify (15.1) :

(*,7,)*   =   (**,„), (b,V)(b,V)*=   (0,7,),

(*1, 7,0(01, 7,l)*(*2, r,l)(bl, Vl)*   =   (0, 7,1  X" 7,2)   =   (0, 0).

This verifies (15.1), and therefore proves Theorem 22.

Two extreme special cases yield unique (up to isomorphisms) correspond-

ing 77's. If Jr = /2 = 2-element Boolean ring, and N is arbitrary, the 77: (72, N)

constructed according to Theorem 22 is easily shown to be the only Boolean-

like 77 corresponding to 72 and N. Again, on the other extreme, if N = N2 = 2-

element zero-ring, it is seen that 77: (J, N2) constructed according to Theorem

22 is the only corresponding 77 provided that J has only one type of prime

ideal, that is, if J is such that any two prime ideals p, q of J are carried into

each other by a suitable automorphism of J. This is the case, for example, if J

is a finite Boolean ring; or, more generally, if J is a symmetric Boolean ring

(one which is isomorphic with the ring of all subsets of some set). Compare

with Stone [3].

From the above observations the simplest case where more than one 77

corresponds to given J and N is where

J = J2ï = (0, 1, 0i, 02} = 4-element Boolean ring,
(43) , .

N = N& = }0, 7,1, 7,2, 7,1 + 7,2} = 4-element zero-ring.

Here one readily shows that exactly two abstractly different Boolean-like

rings (77, +, Xi), (77, +, X2) correspond to 74, Nt. If we represent the ele-

ments of either ring by the same set (42.1), the two +'s are of course identical

and given by (42.2); Xi is determined by Theorem 22, while X2 is generated

from the following table :

017,1  =   TJl, 017,2  =   0, 0l(7,l + 772)   =  7)!,

027)1   =   0, 027J2  =  7,2, 02(t,1 + 7,2)   =  7J2.

There are then, for example, exactly 5 abstractly distinct Boolean-like rings

of 24 elements : the above two, corresponding to Ji, Nt; and one each corre-

sponding to Jxi, Nx; J3, N2; J2, N».

The structure of all finite Boolean-like rings is determined by Theorem 23,

in which the notation II = H2h, and so on, is that of (40), (41).
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Theorem 23. A finite Boolean-like ring H (=H2h), with idempotent

Boolean and nilpotent subrings J ( = J?) and N ( = A^»), may be represented

as a hypercomplex ring (44) over the 2-element ring B2, with base satisfying (45).

Conversely, each such hypercomplex system (44) satisfying (45) is a finite Bool-

ean-like ring :

(44) n + r2a2 + • • • + rp; + rm 7,1 + • • • + rj+nVn (u = 0 or 1),

(0    if    iVi'
(45.1) aiOi' = < . (i,i'= 2, 3, ■ ■ • ,j),

\a,    if    i = i

(45.2) V«Vß = 0 (a,ß=l,2,---,n),

n

(45.3) a¿7,a = ?7aaj = ¿J tiaßVß    (haß = 0 or 1; i = 2, • • ■ , j; a = 1, • ■ • ,«),
(3-1

(45.4) 2Z*i*ßti'ß*= {,        ..    .      .,
ß-1 \tiaii      U       1=1.

Proof. As is well known, (I) each finite Boolean ring B=B2> is a direct

power

B¿ = [5,]«> = B2 X B2 X ■ ■ ■ X B2 (j factors)

of the 2-element ring B2;B is hypercomplex over B2, and as a base one may

for instance take the set ai, a2, ■ ■ ■ , a¡ of atoms (= X-irreducible elements)

of B, or also the (normalized) base 1 ( =2~2l-iai), a2, a3, ■ ■ ■ , aj (in which the

unit element of B is exhibited), and these elements then satisfy (45.1). (See

footnote 5; also van der Waerden [5, vol. 2, chap. 15].) Again, from the re-

mark following Theorem 4, one has (II) each finite zero-ring N = N2n is hy-

percomplex over B2, where as base one may select any base 771, tj2, • • • , rjn of

the additive group—whose type is (2, 2, 2, ■ ■ ■ , 2), n terms—of N; the 77,-

then satisfy (45.2). From (I), (II) and Theorem 18 it follows that each finite

Boolean-like H is representable in the form (44), with a base satisfying (45.1)-

(45.3) (the latter since N is an ideal in H), and (45.4), which follows from the

associativity of X (see below). This proves the direct part of Theorem 23.

Proof of converse part. A hypercomplex system (44) over B2 with basis

elements satisfying (45.1)-(45.3) is obviously a commutative system with unit

element, and is seen to be associative if and only if

(46) a,(ai'77„) = (a^ri« (i, i' — 2, ■ • • , j; a = 1, • • • , n)

If we use (45.1) and (45.3), equations (46) reduce to the conditions (45.4).

Hence a hypercomplex system (44) over B2 satisfying (45) is a commutative

ring with unit element, and there remains only to show that it is Boolean-

like. Since (15.2) of (D") is satisfied, it is only necessary to establish (15.1). If

r = n + r2a2 + ■ ■ ■ + rj+nVn,        t  — r[ + r'2a2 + ■ ■ ■ + r'j+„rin,
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one easily computes that
n

ft* =   2~2 fj+aVa
a—1

and hence rr* r'r'* = 0, thus verifying (15.1). This completes Theorem 23.

8. On factorization. This section is essentially a preface to a general theory

of prime factorization, both elementary and ideal-theoretic, in arbitrary

Boolean-like rings, a study not here undertaken and one which leans heavily

on the many-one representations of Boolean rings mentioned in §7 (see also

below). We here confine ourselves to an illustration of (elementary) prime

factorization in a finite Boolean-like ring, and to several observations on

primes, and so on, pertinent thereto.

Let N= {77} and J= {b} be the nilpotent ideal and the idempotent Bool-

ean subring of the Boolean-like ring 77. Since N is an ideal in 77, the set of all

transformations {Tb} (*G7) of the "space" N into (all or part of) itself,

Tb:    77 —» 77' = Ô77,

constitutes a zero-ring representation of the Boolean ring J. Unlike the usual

representations of algebras, the transformations £6 of A7 are not in general 1-1;

however, as in any representation, one clearly has

TbTc = £¡>c;        Tb+c = Tb + Te.

Moreover, using (1.2), one has

O77 = 0,        It? = 77,       *0 = 0,

(47) *„ = ,,'-> W - 7,',

J», = v' -» *y = 0.

A point ( = element) r,0 of N is fixed under * ( = £5) if br)o = r]o- Obviously 0

is fixed under all *, and each point of N is fixed under 1 (the identity trans-

formation). There are in general elements c other than 1 which leave each

point of Affixed,
cr¡ = 77 for all 77.

Such elements are called 1-like. Similarly c is 0-like if

ct¡ = 0 for all 77.

By (47) one has: If * is' 1-like then ** is 0-like, and conversely.

Lemma 1. If b is such that, for each r¡o, bt) = r)o has a solution, 77, then b is

1-like.

Proof. Suppose the lemma false, that is, suppose that for some 770, bvx = rjo

with 171^770. Then let 77/ satisfy *77i' =771. By (47) we then have the contradic-

tion
*77i = 7,1,        *77i = 770,        171 ¿¿ rio.
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Lemma 2. The ( X ) -units («) of 77 consist of the set of elements {1 + 77} (77 G N).

Proof. Since (1+T7)2 = 1, 1 +77 is obviously a unit. Conversely, using Theo-

rem 18, if *+T7 is a X-unit, that is,

(* + v)(b' + v') = 1

for suitable *', 77', then 66'= 1, 6t;'+6'77=0; that is, 6 = 6' = 1, 77 = 77'.

As customary, elements differing only by a unit factor are called associ-

ated, ~.

Theorem 24. Two elements h ( = 6+77), h' ( = *'+t;') of H are associated,

A'~A', if and only if (i) 6 = 6', (ii) 6(77 + 77') =77+77', that is, 77+77' is a fixed

point of the transformation b.

Proof. If (i) and (ii) hold, â~â', for then

(1 + 7, + 7,')(* + 7,) = * + 77 + h¡ + *t,' = * + 77 + 77 + 77' = * + r,',

by Lemma 2. Hence (i) and (ii) are sufficient. They are also necessary. For,

suppose 6+tj~6'+?7'. Then there must exist an 770 such that

(1 + 7,0X6 + 77) = 6' + 7,',
that is,

6 + 7, + 6t,„ = 6' + 77'.

By Theorem 18 one then has 6 = 6', 77+6770 = 77'. The second of these equations

implies (ii), by -(47), and completes the proof. Two special cases are worth

singling out:

Corollary 1. 6~6+tj if and only if 677 = 77.

Corollary 2. b+r]~b+r)'(~b) for all 77, 77' if and only ifb is 1-like.

The prime elements(7) of the Boolean ring J oí H are related to certain

prime elements of 77 by the following theorem.

Theorem 25. If p is a prime element of the Boolean ring J of 77: (a) if p

is 1-like, then p+r¡ is a prime of H for any 77 of N, and all these primes are asso-

ciated,
p + v ~ P + t?'(~ P) ;

(b) if p is not 1-like, then a necessary and sufficient condition for p+r¡ to be a

prime of 77 is that 77 be not fixed under p,

(*) The (two word) terminology "unit element," consistently employed to denote the usual

multiplicative-identity, is not to be confused with the single word "unit" used synonymously

with "a divisor of 1." This terminology, while sometimes awkward, seems more standard than

that used in the earlier papers [l, 2, 4], in which "unity" = "unity element" (German Einheit)

was used in place of the present "unit. "

(7) As is well known / (and hence also H) may of course contain no prime element.
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(48) pr¡ ¿¿ 7,.

Proof. If p is a prime of J, then by Theorem 18 and Lemma 2, the only

possible factoring oí p + r¡ into two factors, neither of which is a unit, is of the

form

(49) P + 1 = ip + Vi)(P + vJ-

Part (a) If for given 77 any factoring (49) of p+n is presented, £+77

~P+yi~P + ri2, by Theorem 24 and hypothesis (a) on p. This proves (a).

Part (b) Sufficiency. The condition (48) is sufficient, for if (48) is satisfied,

p + t] can only have unit divisors, since, using Theorem 18, any other factor-

ing, (49), would imply £(771+77:2) =77. By (47) this implies pr\=r\, contradicting

(48). Necessity. Suppose (48) is false. Then, using our hypothesis on p, we

have (Io) £ + 77=prime of H, (2°) pi] =77, and (3°) prji^rji for some 7,1 of N.

From these we have

(50) iP + v) = (p + ni)(p + vi + v).

Now neither factor on the right of (50) is a unit, by Lemma 2, and neither is

associated with p+i), by (3°) and Theorem 24. Hence (50) says that p+i\ is

composite, contrary to hypothesis. This contradiction completes the proof of

Theorem 25. It is to be noted that, in the case (b) of Theorem 25, there may

be many non-associated primes p + t), p+i\', ■ • ■ "belonging" to the same

prime, p, of /. (Compare with the last example below.)

We illustrate elementary prime factorization in Boolean-like rings with

the following example.

Example. As H take the Boolean-like ring of 23-22 elements, with 1 = 1$

= {O, ai, a2, a3, ai+a2, ai+a3, a2+a3, Oi+a2+o3 = l} (where Oi, a2, a3 are the

atoms of J; the primes of Jare then pi = a2+a3, p2 = ax+a3, p3 = ai+a2); with

N = N&= [0, 771, 772, 77i+772} ; and where the X qí JJ is determined, according

to §7, by the generating equations

ai77i = t,2, a].7,2 = 772,

021,1 = »7i + 12,        a2772 = 0,

a37,i = 0, a3772 = 0.

The separation of H into classes of associated elements yields :

0={0}, 1   =    {l,   1+7,!,   1   +7,2,   1   + 7,1  + 7,2},

Fi = {7,1},        F2= {t,2},       F3 = {7,1 + 7,2¡,

Pi = {ai + a2, ax + a2 + ru, ai + a2 + tj2, ai + a2 + 771 + t,2J ,

F2 = {ai + a3 + 771, <zi + a3 + 7,1 + 7,2},     F3 = {a2 + a3 + 771, a2 + a3 + 772},

Ai = {ai, ai + 772},        Ai = {ai + 771, ai + 7,1 + t?2¡,
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A3 = {02,02 + 7,1 + 7,2},        Ai = {02 + 7,1,02 + 772},        Ai = [a3],

Ai = {as + 7,!},        A7 = {03 + 7,2},        Ag = {a3 + t,! + 772},

At =  {ai + a3, ai + 03 + 772},        ^4io = {02 + 03, a2 + 03 + 7,x + 7,2).

Here £1, £2, £3 are the prime classes, and with the usual definition of class

multiplication, one readily verifies the following unique prime decomposition

of each class not equal to 1 :

£1 = £i£2£3,   £2 = £i£22£3,   £3 = £i£2£32,   Ax = £i£2,   A2 = £^2,

A3 = £i£32,       Ai = PxPz,        Ai = P\p\,        Ai = P2P3,   A-, = p\p3,

As = £2£s,       A9 = P\, Axo = £3, 0 = £i£22£23.

Certain complications may arise, even for finite Boolean-like rings H, in

case several non-associated primes of 77 belong to a given prime of /. Such,

for example, is the case for the Hii.w with J = Jnt (and atoms ax, a2), with

N = Na (arid 771,772,773,774 as generators), and with X determined by

017)1  =  772, 017)2  =  772, 0l7?3   =  774, Cl7,4  =   7,4,

027)1  =  7,1 + 7,2, a27,2  =  0, 027,3  =  7J3 + 7,4, a27,4  =  0.

We shall not write down the associated classes in detail; it may, however, be

verified, exactly as in the previous example, that each such associated class

may be expressed as the product of prime classes, but not always uniquely.

The uniqueness of the representation is restored if one agrees not to distin-

guish between the prime classes belonging to the same prime of J, despite

the non-associated nature of these classes. It is planned to take up these mat-

ters in detail at another time in connection with the study of zero-ring repre-

sentations of Boolean rings previously referred to.
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